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The abstract should be a self-contained description of your results presented on one page in
the format specified in this template. Illustration of described results by figures and inclusion
of references is desired but should not take up more than 1/3 of the page. To leave enough
room for the communication of your results, restrict title, affiliations and references to one
line of text for each.

Use this template as the root document for creating your abstract in A4 format and follow
the formatting instructions given here. Please do not change the margins! Correct formatting
is illustrated in the sample PDF abstract.
The text body should be written with centre justification (Blocksatz) while title, authors with
affiliations and references are left justified. Use no other fonts and plug-ins than Times New
Roman for text, Symbol for single physical quantities, variables etc. and the MathType
plug-in (included in the Office software package) for formulae. All text should be written with
a font size of 12 pt except for the title that should be typed in 14 pt. Insert figures as bitmaps
or png or equivalent making sure that they are well reproduced in black and white or
color. References [1] should be numbered by Arabic numerals in square brackets and
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